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< Homogeneous boron thin films were successfully deposited using the sputtering technique.
< Boron thin films allow for the direct measurement of the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction rate.
< CR-39 was calibrated for the evaluation of fast neutron contribution in BNCT irradiations.
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The working principle of the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is the selective delivery of a greater
amount of boron to the tumor cells than to the healthy ones, followed by the neutron irradiation that will
induce the emission of a-particles and recoil 7Li nuclei through the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction. The objective of
this work is to present a setup composed of a boron thin film coupled with CR-39. Alpha and 7Li particle
coming from the boron films are used to quantify neutron boron reaction and are detected by CR-39. The
nuclei compounding of this detector, H, C and O, will undergo fast neutrons reactions, which will be
detected in the CR-39 itself. In this way, the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction and the contribution of fast neutrons to
the flux can be determined at the same time. These measurements are essential for treatment planning
as well as for studies of the biodistribution of 10B-carrier drugs and tissue microdosimetry. The boron
films were deposited on stainless steel substrates through the sputtering technique and irradiated with
thermal neutrons at the reactor IEA-R1 located at IPEN, São Paulo/SP, Brazil. Here we show the first
results on the characterization of these thin films and calibration of the proposed setup.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Ideally, cancer treatments should selectively destroy the tumor
cells causing minimum damage to the healthy tissue. Aiming this
goal, a therapy based on the reaction of low energy neutron capture
by 10B (a stable boron isotope), the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy
(BNCT), is being researched worldwide. BNCT is a binary radio-
therapy that consists in injecting boron into the tissue and then
exposing it to thermal neutron irradiation (incident neutrons with
energy less than 0.5 eV). When 10B captures thermal neutrons, it
decays into an a-particle (1.47 MeV) and 7Li ion (0.84 MeV), both
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with high linear energy transfer (LETa w 190 keV/mm and
LETLi w 160 keV/mm), and their combined ranges are in the
magnitude of a typical cell diameter (w12 mm). Therefore, if there is
a higher concentration of 10B in the tumor cells, the damage caused
by this nuclear reaction will be greater to the cancer than to the
healthy tissue. To an effective BNCT, boron concentration in tumor
should be of about 20 mg/g and the tumor/healthy tissue and
tumor/blood boron concentration ratios should be about 3e4:1
(Coderre and Morris, 1999; Barth et al., 2005). It has been proven
that BNCTcan be efficient for the treatment of inoperable tumors or
those which already present metastases (Altieri et al., 2008).

When irradiating a tissue containing boronwith neutrons, while
the main contribution to the dose comes from the 10B(n,a)7Li
reaction, the interactions of thermal neutron with nitrogen,
14N(n,p)14C, which results in 590 keV proton, and the interactions of
R-39 detectors in BNCT: A method to measure the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction
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epithermal (0.5 eV < Eneutron < 10 keV) and fast (Eneutron > 10 keV)
neutrons with hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen must be considered
when calculating the effective dose delivered to the patient. This is
because although the boron cross section for thermal neutron
capture is much higher than the other reaction cross sections, the
concentrations of hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen in tissues are also
much higher than the boron concentration. Ideally, neutron beams
in BNCT facilities should delivery only epithermal neutrons for the
treatment of deep tumors or only thermal neutrons for cell culture
experiments and the treatment of shallow tumors as melanoma.
However, it is common to have a contamination of epithermal and
fast neutrons which will interact with tissues, mainly by scattering
processes.

The solid state nuclear track detector (SSNTD) CR-39, with
composition C12H18O7, can be used both as a tissue equivalent
material for fast neutron microdosimetry (Durham et al., 1989;
Deevband et al., 2011), since it has almost the same tissue
composition (Table 1) and, after proper calibration, to monitor the
fast neutron fluence. The SSNTDs record the passage of charged
particles permanently and the region around the charged particle’s
path is more reactive to chemical etching agents, which makes
possible to reveal the particle tracks and observe them at optical
microscopes. The track size is related to the energy and mass of the
incident particles.

The main goal of this work is the precise measurement of the
10B(n,a)7Li reaction rate, necessary for treatment planning and
biodistribution and dosimetric studies. For this, we propose a setup
composed of a boron thin film (i.e. thickness much less than the
a and 7Li ranges) coupled with a sheet of CR-39 (Fig. 1). CR-39 is
used to detect a-particles and 7Li tracks from the film (neutron
converter).

On the other hand, CR-39 itself is a fast neutron converter and,
then, at the same time detector for the fast neutron reactions. In
this way, it is possible to evaluate the contribution of fast neutrons
(counting tracks in the non coupled side of the CR-39, background
tracks) and tomeasure the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction rate (counting tracks
in the side of CR-39 coupled to the film and discounting the
background).

2. Methodology

In a previous work, we tested the manufacturing of boron thin
films using the Chemical Solution Deposition (CSD) method (Smilgys
et al., 2011). Here, we show the results for other method of thin film
manufacturing, the Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD). This latter
method is tested with the aim of obtaining thinner and more
homogeneous boron films.

Sputtering, a PVD method, is a process commonly used for thin
film deposition, which consists in bombarding a target with ener-
getic particles and provoke the ejection of atoms from the target
(Behrisch, 1981). For manufacturing thin films, these ejected atoms
from the target are deposited onto a substrate. We used a 99.9%
pure boron target that was bombarded by an argon beam (of w
1400 eV and flow w 7.5 sc cm) and deposited onto stainless steel
substrates 316 L (at w 350 �C) at the Laboratório de Pesquisas
Table 1
Human skin and CR-39 SSNTD atomic composition.

Element Human skin CR-39 detector

Hydrogen 61.7% 49.7%
Carbon 13.0% 32.4%
Oxygen 23.1% 17.9%
Nitrogen 2.0% 0%
Others 0.2% 0%
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Fotovoltaicas (Photovoltaic Research Laboratory) located at DFA/
IFGW/Unicamp.

Several boron thin films of different thicknesses were deposited
(Table 2). Theywere coupledwith CR-39 sheets with 1 cm2 and then
irradiated for 10 min with neutrons (flux w 108 cm�2 s�1) at the
BNCT Beam Hole at the IEA-R1 nuclear reactor located at IPEN/CNEN,
São Paulo. Thorium and uranium thin films coupled with muscovite
mica, used as neutron monitors (Bigazzi et al., 1993, 1995a, 1995b,
1999; Iunes et al., 2004), were irradiated together with the boron
thin films for calibrating the CR-39 and boron thin film, respectively.
The thorium monitor is based on the reaction 232Th(nfast, f) while
the uranium monitor is based on the reaction 235U(n,f).

After irradiation, the CR-39 sheets were chemically etched in
a 6.25 M NaOH solution at 70 �C to enable the observation of the
tracks at an optical microscope. In this work, the detectors were
etched for a shorter time (compared to the standard time) due to
the high track density (w106 cm�2). The detectors labeled as “1”,
“2” and “3” were etched for 30 min and the detector labeled as “4”
was etched for 100 min (Table 2). For the counting of tracks (on CR-
39 detectors), it was used the Zeiss Axioplan 2 Imaging Microscope
with a nominal magnification of 1000�. Muscovite mica plates
were etched in a 48% HF chemical solution for 90 min at 15 �C and
the track counting was performed at the Leitz Dialux 20 EB Micro-
scope with a nominal magnification of 500�.

3. Results

3.1. Boron thin film spatial homogeneity

For the analysis of the spatial homogeneity of the boron thin
films, the detectors were observed at the microscope and the tracks
were counted and arranged in a matrix representing the tracks per
field (spatial distribution of the tracks observed in the detector).
With these counts a two-dimensional histogram was plotted and
fitted with a plan function, whose only free parameter is its height
(the number of tracks in the field). An example of these histograms
is shown in Fig. 2. The plan function was chosen because it is
desired that the boron thin films are spatially homogeneous;
therefore the c2-test was applied for evaluating this homogeneity.
With the c2 and number of degrees of freedom of each distribution,
the P-value was calculated and the results are shown in Table 2.
Films are considered uniform if P-value �0.05.

3.2. CR-39 calibration

For the evaluation of the fast neutron component of the flux, it is
necessary to calibrate CR-39 and, for this purpose, a thorium thin
film previously calibrated (Iunes et al., 2004) is used. The reactions
of neutrons with the CR-39 will be induced by fast neutrons
(Durham et al., 1989; Deevband et al., 2011). The same is true for
232Th. The fission-track density in the muscovite coupled with the
thorium thin film, rTh-232, is given by:

rTh�232 ¼ NTh�232εTh�232

ZN
0

dsTh�232ðEÞ
dE

4ðEÞdE (1)

where the track density was determined to be rTh-

232 ¼ (1.57 � 0.06) 103 cm�2, the number of thorium atoms in the
thin film is NTh-232 ¼ (1.570 � 0.058) 1017 cm�2 (Iunes et al., 2004)
and the fission track detection efficiency εTh-232 ¼ 1 (muscovite
mica detection efficiency; Bigazzi et al., 1995a,b). The integral of the
product between differential cross section and the neutron fluence
per neutron energy can be approximated by sTh�232

fast 4fast and
Equation (1) becomes:
R-39 detectors in BNCT: A method to measure the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction
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Fig. 1. Experimental assembly used during neutron irradiation (CR-39 SSNTD coupled to boron thin film) and images of the tracks revealed after chemical etching e tracks from the
reactions with the detector itself (CR-39 back) and tracks from the reactions with the boron thin film (CR-39 front).
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rTh�232 ¼ NTh�232s
Th�232
fast 4fast (2)

fromwhich the fluence of incident fast neutrons, 4fast, is calculated:

4fast ¼ ð1:67� 0:09Þ$1010neutrons$cm�2

For the track density in CR-39, rCR�39:

rCR�39 ¼
X
i

Ni
CR�39ε

i
CR�39

ZN
0

dsCR�39
i ðEÞ
dE

4ðEÞdE (3)

where the index i stands for all the possible reactions occurring
between neutrons and the three elements present in the detector
composition (C, H and O). Ni

CR�39 stands for the number of atoms of
a certain element i present in the detector and ε

i
CR�39 is defined as

the detection efficiency for the element i.
Assuming that the cross sections for induced fission of 232Th and

reactions with CR-39 do not vary significantly, the integral is
approximated to siCR�394fast and the calibration constant KCR-39 is
defined as:

KCR�39 ¼
X
i

Ni
CR�39ε

i
CR�39s

CR�39
i;fast (4)

With this method of calibrationwe obtain a general constant for
the CR-39 without the need of separating each one of the reactions
contributing to the track density:
Table 2
Characteristics of each boron thin film manufactured by sputtering deposition. The
total track density corresponds to all the tracks observed at the CR-39 detector
(tracks both from the neutrons reactions with the detector itself and the boron thin
film). The label “1” corresponds to the boron thin film deposited with sputtering for
5 min, the label “2” corresponds to a 15 min sputtering deposition, the label “3”
corresponds to 25 min sputtering deposition and the label “4” to 30 min sputtering
deposition.

Assembly Deposition interval
time (min)

Total track density
(106 cm�2)

P-value

1 5 0.46 � 0.01 0.01
2 15 1.68 � 0.02 0.31
3 25 2.56 � 0.03 0.18
4 30 6.30 � 1.51 0.90
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KCR�39 ¼ rCR�39
4fast

(5)

Note that the cross sections for the interactions of incident
neutrons with the detector itself are embraced by the calibration
constant. The track densities shown in Table 3 for the CR-39 (rCR-39)
are obtained from the counting of tracks at the detector side that
was not coupled to the boron thin film during the neutron irradi-
ation, that is, the tracks are only due to the fast neutron reactions
with the detector components.

3.3. Boron thin films calibration

In the same way, for the boron thin film calibration, it is
necessary to use a previously calibrated thin film, but at this time,
a uranium one, since the main contribution for the neutron capture
and induced fission reactions with boron and uranium, respec-
tively, comes from thermal neutrons.
Fig. 2. Example of two-dimensional histogram of etch-pit density of all the tracks
observed in the detector. In this case, the boron thin film coupled to the CR-39 detector
was deposited for 15 min and its homogeneity analysis (plan fit) gives P-value ¼ 0.31.

R-39 detectors in BNCT: A method to measure the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction
s.2012.07.001



Table 3
Tracks densities obtained at the CR-39 SSNTDs (only due to the reactions of neutrons with the detector itself), with the corresponding calibration constants KCR-39 obtained
from each assembly, and tracks densities obtained for only the boron reactions contribution, with the corresponding calibration constants KB). The label “1” corresponds to the
boron thin film deposited with sputtering for 5 min, the label “2” corresponds to a 15 min sputtering deposition, the label “3” corresponds to 25 min sputtering deposition and
the label “4” to 30 min sputtering deposition. The resulting 10B(n,a)7Li reaction rate measured is RB ¼ (2.15 � 0.16) 0.10�10 decay per 10B nucleus.

Assembly CR-39 detector tracks
density (105 cm�2)

CR-39 detector
calibration constant,
KCR-39 (10�6)

Boron thin film
tracks density
(106 cm�2)

Boron thin film calibration
constant, KB (1015 cm�2)

1 0.97 � 0.02 5.81 � 0.33 0.36 � 0.01 1.69 � 0.07
2 1.05 � 0.02 6.29 � 0.36 1.57 � 0.02 7.30 � 0.30
3 0.87 � 0.02 5.21 � 0.30 2.47 � 0.03 11.48 � 0.47
4 1.57 � 0.59 9.40 � 3.57 6.14 � 1.51 28.53 � 7.11
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More specifically, for the uranium thin films, the neutron
energies that will induce fission are mainly thermal with a contri-
bution of epithermal through the reaction 235U(n,f). Fast neutrons
will induce fission mainly in the 238U isotope. Thus, the density of
fission tracks, rU, determined by the muscovite coupled to the
uranium film is given by (the index j stands for these two isotopes):

rU ¼
X2

j¼1
Nj
Uε

j
U

ZN
0

dsUj ðEÞ
dE

4ðEÞdE (6)

rU ¼ rU�235 þ rU�238

¼ NU�235εU�235

ZN
0

dsU235ðEÞ
dE

4ðEÞdE

þ NU�238εU�238

ZN
0

dsU238ðEÞ
dE

4ðEÞdE (7)

with ε235 ¼ ε238 ¼ 1 (muscovite mica detection efficiency). So, to
calculate the fluence of incident thermal neutrons (4thermal), we
must note that 238U will undergo fission only in interactions with
fast neutrons, while the fast neutron 235U fission will be negligible
compared with thermal and epithermal neutron fission events.
Thus, the thermal neutron fluence can be calculated by:

4thermalz
1

sU�235
thermal

 
rU�NU�238s

U�238
fast 4fast

NU�235
� IU�235

epithermal4epithermal

!

(8)

In Equation (8),NU-238 is equal to 0.9928NU (natural abundance of
238U isotope is 99.28%), and the epithermal neutron contribution for
the 235U fissionwas approximated to ðNU�235IU�235

epithermal4epithermalÞ, in
which IU�235

epithermal is a resonance integral. The surface concentration of
uranium atoms was previously determined, NU ¼ (5.96 � 0.14)
1016 cm�2.

For the IEA-R1 nuclear reactor, in a different position of irradi-
ation (approximately 10 cm apart from our irradiation position), it
was measured (using gold foil) that the epithermal component is
approximately 25% of the thermal one. Therefore, keeping this
proportion for our calculations, using the density of fission tracks
determined in the muscovite coupled with the uranium film,
rU ¼ (1.61 � 0.05) 104 cm�2, and the fluence of incident thermal
neutrons was found to be 4thermal ¼ (5.60 � 0.22).1010

neutrons.cm�2.
Likewise, for the boron thin films:

rB ¼ NBεB

ZN
0

dsBðEÞ
dE

4ðEÞdE (9)

rB ¼ NBεBs
B
thermal4thermal (10)
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since the main contribution comes from thermal neutrons (the
boron capture cross section for thermal neutrons is much higher
than for the epithermal ones, and also the thermal component of the
incident neutron flux is greater than the epithermal component).
The calibration constant for the boron thin films can be defined as:

KB ¼ NBεB (11)

KB ¼ rB

sBthermal4thermal
(12)

The results are calculated using the tracks densities for each one
of the boron thin films. These track densities are obtained from the
total track density (shown at Table 3) minus the background track
density for the CR-39 detector (shown at Table 3), which results in
tracks due to only the reactions of neutrons with the boron thin
film. The value of the thermal neutron fluence is the one calculated
above through uranium thin films. The results are shown in Table 3.

It is also possible to estimate the thickness of each boron thin
film from the number of tracks due only to the reactions of
neutrons with the boron thin film, i.e., using the calibration
constant KB, which gives the superficial density of the boron atoms
present the thin film. For this, it is necessary to know the approx-
imate composition of the film, which will provide its volumetric
density, from which it is possible to estimate the thin film thick-
ness. For the manufactured boron thin films, an analysis with XPS
(X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy) reveals that their atomic
composition is approximately 85% of boron atoms and 15% of
oxygen atoms and assuming that all the oxygen is bounded with
boron in the form of boron trioxide (B2O3), the thin films thick-
nesses are of about 0.9 nm (for the 5 min sputtering deposition) to
14.5 nm (for the 30 min deposition).

Othermethods for estimating the thickness such as profilometer
and atomic force microscope (AFM) were used but none of these
devices were able to determine the boron thin film thicknesses. The
fact that the film thickness is smaller than the resolution of these
devices means that the goal of this work (making a film that is
much thinner than the range of the particle) has been reached.

3.4. 10B(n,a)7Li reaction rate measurement

After calibrating the boron thin films, the method can be applied
to calculate the reaction rate of interest in BNCT.

Defining the reaction rate as:

RB ¼
ZN
0

dsBðEÞ
dE

4ðEÞdE (13)

it is possible to rewrite it as

RB ¼ rB
KB

(14)
R-39 detectors in BNCT: A method to measure the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction
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and from the calibration constants KB found for each boron thin film
(shown at Table 3), the reaction rate found for the irradiation with
neutrons (for 10 min) is RB ¼ (2.15 � 0.16) 0.10�10 decay per 10B
nucleus.

4. Discussions and conclusions

When choosing the thin film deposition via sputtering method,
considerations and cautions regarding the experimental apparatus
and work objective must be taken. If a very thin film is needed, the
depositionwill be performed for a short time and the probability of
obtaining a non homogeneous film is greater since when the atoms
are ejected from the target and are deposited onto the substrate,
the island growth is a critical stage (these island structures indicate
the tendency to form continuous thin films). This is the most likely
cause for the lack of areal homogeneity presented by boron thin
film “1”. As said at the methodology section, CR-39 sheet coupled to
the boron thin film “4”was chemically etched during a longer time
(100 min) compared to the sheets coupled to the other boron thin
films (30 min). Thus, the surface etch pit density is increased
because more tracks are etched (higher etching efficiency is
expected). In addition, etch pit diameters are also increased. The
net result of the combination of these two factors is that a greater
area of the detector is covered by etch pits. In our case, we observed
that a considerable amount of tracks overlapped, causing an addi-
tional difficult in counting them. Therefore, taking into account the
track densities involved in the intended measurements, it is pref-
erable to work in this under-etching condition (30 min). This is still
a point of the etching curve (etch pit density versus etching time),
in which the density is linearly increased with etching time,
demanding a greater control in etching temperature and reagent
concentration.

The calibration method for the CR-39 SSNTD and the boron thin
film assumes certain hypothesis regarding the interactions of
neutrons of different energies with the elements in consideration
since the energy spectrum of the irradiation position used for the
irradiations is still not so well characterized. For the approxima-
tions, the neutron spectrum energy is divided in three regions
(thermal, epithermal and fast) and the contributions for the cali-
brations are analyzed considering the reactions cross sections. For
the CR-39 calibration, it is considered (Durham et al., 1989;
Deevband et al., 2011) that only fast neutrons will induce reactions
at the detector and that the thermal and epithermal neutrons do
not induce fissions on 232Th (based on the cross section analysis).
For the boron thin film calibration, first of all, it is necessary tomake
assumptions about the interactions of n þ U (i.e. only thermal and
epithermal neutrons will significantly induce fissions on 235U and
only fast neutrons will contribute to reactions with 238U) and the
relative contribution of the thermal and epithermal components of
the neutron beam at the reactor. Again, the cross sections must also
be analyzed.

The calibration factors determined in this work depend upon
etching and observation efficiencies. For the thin films, depend also
on their boron concentrations and therefore on their thicknesses. It
was not possible to estimate the boron thin films thicknesses using
a profilometer or an atomic force microscope (AFM) since the
quantity of boron atoms deposited in each film was too small. The
XPS analysis shows also some presence of iron atoms which is
probably due to the stainless steel substrate, i.e., there are probably
some parts of the substrate that were not covered with boron
atoms (formation of atomic islands in the thin film growth
process), corroborating the fact that the films manufactured are
very thin.

For CR-39, the calibration factors depend on its density and
atom composition. In either case the calibration factor is specific for
Please cite this article in press as: Smilgys, B., et al., Boron thin films and C
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the laboratory protocol to determine track density. However, once
determined the calibration factors, it is possible to determined
boron reaction rate and the fast neutron contribution for the flux,
just measuring track densities on the side of the CR-39 sheet
coupled with the film and on the side that has not been coupled
with it.

As it was expected, the results for the CR-39 calibration
constants (KCR-39) are approximately equal and the discrepancies
can be due to the different etching times and solution concentra-
tion applied. It must be noted that ideally the detectors have to be
etched together to avoid different etch conditions. In this work the
detectors were etched separately and since the time intervals
chosen for the etching process were much smaller than the stan-
dard one (400 min), any small difference in time and solution
concentration will interfere greatly in the final result. Besides that,
the neutron flux used for the irradiations is not homogeneous:
there is a flux gradient on the axis perpendicular to the assemblies
(Fig. 1) and any difference in the irradiation position of the setup
can interfere in the quantity of induced events.

It has been shown that, using the sputtering method, it is
possible to produce homogeneous films suitable for the measure-
ment of the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction rate. In a previous work (Smilgys
et al., 2011, in press), it was shown that it is also possible to
produce such homogeneous films using the Chemical Deposition
Method to deposit a boron-based solution on a mica plate. The
main advantage of the sputtering is that it allows for the
manufacturing of thinner films, which can be used to monitor
higher fluence irradiations. For the fluencies normally used in BNCT
studies, 1012 neutrons/cm2 (Coderre and Morris, 1999; Barth et al.,
2005), the films manufactured by both methods work well,
although with a weaker etching (compared to our standard).

The report number 86 of the International Commission on
Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU, 2011) brought to atten-
tion that in cases where the effects of radiation can be considered
inhomogeneous (when there is less than one event per cell), the
average dosimetric quantities, such as absorbed dose, are not
appropriate to describe radiation damage in association with bio-
logical effects and recommended to calculate the particle radiance,
which is the energy and direction-dependent number of emitted
particles, to describe this inhomogeneous fraction of the dose.
BNCT is planned to match the homogeneity requirement of one
event per cell, in the tumor. However, there are also three other
high LET secondary sources of dose (the first is the boron in health
tissue and blood; the second is the proton emission from the
14N(n,p)14C reaction; the third is the eventual contamination of the
neutron flux by fast neutrons, which will interact with the atoms
compounding human tissue, producing mainly energetic protons)
that have to be treated as producing inhomogeneous radiation
effects.

The use of CR-39 for BNCT purposes is promising, not only
because of its ability of monitoring fast neutrons, but also because
its atom composition (C12H18O7) is very similar to the tissue one.
The density of tracks from products of the fast neutron reactions
detected by CR-39 is proportional to the proton radiance and can be
evaluated at the micrometer scale. Thus, CR-39 is a potential
candidate for microdosimetric studies (as a tissue-equivalent
material) of the inhomogeneous component of BNCT irradiation
doses. In addition, the products of the 10B(n,a)7Li reaction are also
directly detected allowing for the determination of this reaction
rate.
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